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FIG. 3. Dependence of the Bi~gs reaction cross-section on the deuteron 
energy: 1- ( d, 2n); 2- ( d, 3n); and of the I~F cross-section: 3- ( d, 
2n); 4-(d, 3n). Solid curves drawn according to Eq. (24); +, •-data of 
Ref. 11; 0-data of Ref. 3. 
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It is shown that if finite conductivity is taken into account, the equations of magnetogas
dynamics become parabolically degenerate. The set of equations is replaced by an approx
imate but completely hyperbolic set, for which the characteristics are found. It is shown 
that the equations of a stationary one-dimensional flow have a singularity where the flow 
velocity is equal to the local sound velocity. Conditions of the transition of the flow veloc
ity through this critical value under the action of a magnetic field have been studied. Small 
oscillations in a conducting medium, shock waves, and the structure of the shock are 
investigated. 

THE magnetogasdynamics of an ideally conducting medium have been sufficiently studied. Types of vi
bration,1•2 shock waves,3•4 and their structure5- 7 have been investigated; one-dimensional motions have 
been studied, 8 where the characteristics were found for a system of equations and the particular 
(Reinmann) solution was found for arbitrary is entropy. 

Taking the finite conductivity into account greatly complicates the equation by introducing new non
linearities, raising the order of the system, and changing its character. As will be shown below, the 
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system of equations changes from completely hyperbolic to parabolically degenerate. Finally, account of 
the Joule heat makes the motion essentially non-isentropic. 

Small vibrations were first studied;9 then, the possible types of arbitrary vibrations of the medium11•12 

were treated on the basis of the general wave equation. 10 Recently, Staniukovich found the particular so
lution by a perturbation method13 for the case in which the conductivity is very large but finite. 

In the present paper, several problems of one-dimensional motion are analyzed for a medium possess
ing arbitrary conductivity. 

1. EQUATIONS EMPLOYED 

If v l. H l. E, where v = ( u, 0, 0), H = ( 0, H, 0), and E = ( 0, 0, E), then the system of equations 
of magnetogasdynamics has, for the one-dimensional case, the form: 13 

;ap + apu = 0, ~ + u ~ + l_ ~"-- + !!_ (~!!_ - ~) = 0 at ax at ax p ax p ax edt ' 

~ u ~ ~11:.. _ _ 1 x (~ __ __E!_ )2 ah ahu _ _j_ __ -lx (~ _ ~)] at + ax + iP ax - ("( ) ax cat ' ()[ + ax - ax ax cat ' ( 1) 

Here, in addition to the usual notation, we have used 

h=H/V47t; e=EfV47t; r=cpfcv; x=c2 /47tCJ, 

where c is the velocity of light, and a is the conductivity of the medium, which we shall henceforth con
sider constant. The first equation of (1) is the equation of continuity, the second is the equation of motion, 
the third is the energy equation, the last two are Maxwell's equations with account of Ohm's law for a 
moving medium. 

If we neglect the displacement current, then the system (1) is simplified: 

~ __L !!£!!:._ = 0 
at ' ax ' 

au au 1 a ( h2 ) 0 -+u-+--- P+- = at ax p ax 2 ' 

(2) 

2. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS 

We shall show that the set of equations (2), together with (1), is parabolically degenerate.* We write 
down the set (2) as a set of five first-order equations for five unknown functions: 

ap ap au 
at + u ax + p ax = 0' 

ap ap au at + u ax + iP ax - (I - 1) xz2 = 0, (2a) 

We convert the system (2a) to the characteristic form14 

Y1 + UY2 ~ p 0 0 0 

0 Y1 + uy2 If p 0 0 

C(y) = 0 iP Y1 + UY2 0 0 

0 h 0 Y1 + UY2 -xy2 

0 0 0 Y2 0 

The system would be completely hyperbolic if the algebraic equation C (y) = 0 had five real, not neces
sarily different, roots. But we have the equation 

which has only three roots. 

*The possibility of parabolic degeneracy was pointed out to us by B. L. Rozhdestvenskii. 
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In similar fashion, if we look at the set ( 1), we then obtain a set of six equations for the six unknown 
functions. The corresponding characteristic equation C = 0 has only five roots for y 1• 

The parabolic degeneracy is unfortunate in that it deprives us of the possibility of studying the system 
by the method of characteristics. However, we can replace the set (2) by an approximate set of the hy
perbolic type. Let cth/8 x2 be bounded everywhere. We then write 

where 

After such an averaging, we can write the set (2) in the form 

~':__ + u ~ + _.!._ 31!_ + __!!_ '!!!___ = 0 at ax p ax p ax ' 

ap ap au I b aFt O - + u -a-+ 1P -a . - ('r- ) " '-a == , at X X X 

ah ah au ah 
-+u- +h--xb2 --=0. at ax ax ax (2b) 

It is not difficult to verify the fact that this system is completely hyperbolic. The characteristic rela
tion for it has the form 

. 
u-x p 0 0 

0 u-x Ilp hIP 
=0. 

0 "fP u-x - xbi("[- I) 

0 h 0 u -x-xb2 

Expanding the determinant, we first get 

u~x=O; dxldt=u. 

This is the equation of the flow line. Along it, the equation 

dQ = T dS == (j2 I P:J) dt' 

is satisfied, since dQ/dt = j 2/pa is the influx of Joule heat per unit time. Furthermore, we get 

• 2 
• 2 _ 2 b2 [(u--x)2 -a0] + hb1 (y-1) /P 

(u- x) -am+ x • , u-x 
where 

a~, = 1 pI r + h2 I p = a~ + V2 • 

In the zeroth approximation, a - oo, i.e., K- 0, and we get the well known result8 

dxldt ='u+am. 

If we take into account terms of first order of smallness in K, we can compute 

dx I dt = u ±am + ( x / 2a7rz) [ b2 V2 + hb, ( "[ - I) I p ]. 

The equation 

which is computed in the same approximation, is satisfied, along this sytem of characteristics. 
It is evident that the velocity of transfer of the exc:itation in the gas diminishes with increasing K, 

i.e., decreasing conductivity. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
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3. STATIONARY MOTIONS 

In this case, the set (2) becomes a set of ordinary differential equations 

This set has a series of integrals 
) 

pu = m, mu + p + h2 I 2 = J, 

dp du ( dh )2 dhu d2 h 
udx+IP-JX=(j-l)x Tx ' dX=x dx2 • 

udp I dx + jpdu I dx = ("r- I) x (dhf dx) 2 , hu = x dh I dx + mb, 

1093 

(8) 

(9) 

where m, J, and b are constant quantities. From (9) we can obtain a single second-order equation for 
h': 

, h' [ , mb (yh' + mb fx) h3 J 
h =h h +---;;:-+ yh(J-h2 f2)-(y+1)m(xh'+mb) · (10) 

It has a singularity where 

1h (J- h2 I 2)- ('y + I) m (xh' + mb) = 0. 
Since 

J- h2 I 2 = mu + p, xh' + mb == hu, m = pu, 

then at the singularity u2 = yp/p. Here too, as in ordinary gasdynamics, the flow velocity, which is equal 
to the local velocity of sound, has a critical value. It should be observed that this result is valid for any 
value of the conductivity, large or small, and also for values varying with distance, as is readily seen 
from (8) and (9). Morozov arrived at the. same result by an entirely different method. 15 

The order of Eq. (10) can be lowered; it is not difficult to integrate it numerically, following all pos
sible stationary flows. However, clarification of the behavior of quantities near the critical value of the 
velocity is also possible by direct consideration of the problem. 

For stationary flow we can write down Bernoulli's equation 

!!!!_ + !!:!!:__ + dh 2 - 0 
p 2 2p - . (11) 

Let the pressure be a function of the density and entropy, p = p(p, S). Then, using well known thermody
namic relations, we get 

dp = a2 [dp- _7'_ ( ~) dS]. 
o cP\iJTp (12) 

Comparing (11) and (12), we get, considering that pu = m = const, 

~ + . dh2 = a2 [_£_ du + _!_ (_q__e_ l dS] . 
P 2 2 o u cP iJT 1 p 

Introducing dQ = TdS and M = u/a0, we obtain, after a number of transformations, 

(M2- I)~=(~) !!!2.__ hdh. 
u iJT p pc P pa~ (13) 

In our case, dQ = (j2/pa\)dt and dt = dx/u. Maxwell's equation gives 

. c dh 
J= Vlffi Tx' 

As a result, 

dQ = (x / m) (dh I dx) 2 dx. (14) 

Equation (13) is the standard form of the Vulis law of the inversion of action, 16 which states•that iden
tical conditions produce in a flow opposite effects for subsonic and supersonic flow. For example, con
traction of the jet accelerates the subsonic flow and retards the supersonic. In ordinary gasdynamics, 
this fact is associated with changeover of the flow under the action of the excitations propagated in it with 
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the velocity of sound. 16 In a conducting medium in a magnetic field, the excitations are propagated with a 
velocity greater thaa a 0 = Jyp/p. Why is a0 exactly the critical velocity in our case? 

If u = a0, i.e., M = 1, then the left side of (13} is equal to zero. For this to happen, we must have in 
the critical cross section 

dhj dx = 0. (15} 

If this is so, this field will not affect the motion in precisely the critical region of flow, since the corre
sponding terms in the equations disappear in this region. Therefore the excitations there ought to be 
propagated with the ordinary velocity of sound. 

The right side of (13} also vanishes for 

h = hoexp (- xj pa~IX), where IX=-- (ap I aT)pxj m, 

But such a special value of the field has only an accidental relation to the critical point. 
Let us investigate the conditions for the possibility of going through the velocity of sound. 
For M < 1 and an accelerating flow, the right side of (13} must be less than zero. Let us write it in 

the form 

dE= - - ·- -- -~ dx = - IX - +--- dx. [( i)p ) X ( dh )2 h dh J [ ( dh )2 h dh J 
iiT p m dx pa~ dx dx FU~ dx 

In our case of an ideal gas, ( ap /aT)p =- p/T < 0, therefore a> 0; dl: < 0, if dh/dx > 0 and if 
h/p a~>- adh/dx. Thus, if the field increases with x, or falls more slowly than h0 exp (- x/p ~a}, 
then the subsonic flow is accelerated. 

For M > 1, dl: > 0, and for an accelerating supersonic flow, the field must fall more rapidly than 
h0 exp (- x/p a~ a}. In the opposite case, the sign of the effect does not change, and in a stationary mode 
the flow velocity cannot be greater than a0• Thus, by passing definite currents through the gas, we can 
accelerate the ionized gas, i.e., we can construct a magnetic jet of a kind. 

It is not difficult to obtain expressions analogous to (13) for p, p and h, and to carry through other 
detailed studies just as for ordinary flows. 16 The behavior of all the quantities close to the critical value 
is given in Fig. 1. 

f 

FIG. 1. Diagram of 
the current relationship. 
The direction of the proc
ess is shown by the ar-

Although the critical velocity of flow, which is equal to the local sound ve
locity, does not depend explicitly on the field, it depends on the field implic
itly, since p and h are connected with one another in a conducting medium. 
It is possible to find the dependence of the critical velocity a* on the field for 
an ideally conducting medium and to estimate the dependence in our case also. 

Let us transform the expression for the flow of energy (26a} [derived in 
Sec. 6] with the help of the relation h/p = b = canst. and the adiabatic of Pois

- 2/(y- 1} 
son p a0 = const. = A1• We get 

2 ~ ~ 
..!.'__ + - 0- + A 1 b2 a2 1 (y ·1> = const = - 00- + A1 b2 a2:(y-1) • 
2 y~1 . 0 y-1 00 (16) 

We introduce the parameter 

rows. 
For y = 5/3, p, has the meaning of the square of the ratio of the Alfven ve

locity V =h/..fP to the sound velocity a00, determined for the gas at rest. When the flow reaches the 
critical velocity, u = a*. Introducing the ratio x* = a*/ a00, we rewrite ( 16} as 

x2 x2 1 
-..!.. + -·~ + p.x21 (y-1) = __ + f-'· 
2 y-1 • y-1 

This equation determines the dependence of the critical velocity on the parameter p,, which charac
terizes the field. Let us represent (16') in the form 

1 ( Y+ 1 \ p.(l -x2/Y-Il) + -- I- --x21 = 0. 
• y-1 2 •; 
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p. x. 
As J.L changes from 0 to co, x* changes from .J 2/ ( y + 1) to 1. The depend

ence x* = x* ( J.L) for y = 5/3 is shown in the table. For y = 1.4, this dependence 
is still weaker: x* changes from /% = 0.9129 to I. 

0 0.866 
0.0404 0.87 
0.2854 0.89 
0.6339 0.91 

4. SMALL EXCITATIONS 
1.1494 
2.1382 
4.3726 

15.506 
co 

0.93 
0.95 
0.97 
0.99 
1.00 

Let u be a small quantity, and let p = Po + p', p = Po + p', h = h0 + h', where 
small quantities are denoted by a prime. In what follows, we shall omit the 
primes. The system (2) is linearized in the usual fashion: 

ap au 
7fi + Poa,x = 0, 

ah au a2h 
af + ho (}X- X ax2 = 0. ( 17) 

Since the Joule losses are neglected in the linearization, the energy equation is equivalent to the adiabatic 
equation p = const • p'Y. In this case, it is possible to make the following transformation: 

We look for all quantities in (16) proportional to exp {i(kx- wt)}. Eliminating p/p 0 = ku/w, we get 

(k2a~jw -w) u + (kh0/p0) h = 0, kh0u- (w + ik2x) h = 0. 

As the condition for nontrivial solution of this system, we get the dispersion equation 

Let us investigate the solution of Eq. (18) in two limiting cases: 
( 1) w » a~/ K - the case of a weakly conducting gas ( K large) ; 
(2) w « afu./ K -the case of a strongly conducting gas ( K small). 
With accuracy up to terms of first order of smallness, we have 

kt = (wja0) + (iV~j2a0x); 
ki = { 1 + i) V wf2x (amfa0); 

k! = { 1 + i) V wf2x, 

k;: = (wJam) + (iw2xj2dfn)· 

( 18) 

(19) 

The wave numbers ki and k2 correspond to the ordinary acoustic wave and a wave propagated with the 
effective magnetogasdynamical sound velocity2•3•8• The quantities k1 and kt correspond to waves of 
the skin type, and are rapidly damped. The indices ± correspond to the sign chosen in front of the inner 
root of the solution of the biquadratic equation (18). 

It is interesting that the ordinary acoustic wave and its analogue in the case of infinite conductivity 
belong to different frequency modes and never cross each other upon corresponding increase or decrease 
of the conductivity, but degenerate into waves of the skin type. It is true that for such a change of the 
magnitude of the conductivity, we pass through regions of strong absorption, where the wave and its ve
locity lose meaning, so that this result takes on, perhaps, a somewhat formal character. 

An equation of the type (18) was earlier obtained by Anderson; 17 however, he assumed that am is 
close to a0 (weak field), therefore, he did not obtain from his approximate solution that am and ab be
long to different frequency modes. 

5. ANOTHER METHOD OF INVESTIGATION OF SMALL EXCITATIONS 

By linearization of the system (17), we can obtain a single equation for the velocity potential q;, which 
is introduced by the equation u = a q;/ax: 

(20) 

We note that the form of Eq. (20) is strongly reminiscent of the equation of thermal conductivity, which 
again bears witness to the parabolic degeneracy. 
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We seek the solution by the method of separation of variables: 

9 = X(x) T (t). 

Let 

Thence 

X= B1 cos kx + B2 sin kx. 

Then we get for T from Eq. (20): 

.i +a';,er +ex (T + a~k2T) = o. 

We seek a solution in the form T = exp (at). For the determination of a,. we obtain the cubic equation 

(21) 

This equation, for arbitrary values of K, has two complex and one real root. 
We first consider the case of small K. With accuracy up to terms of second order of smallness inK, 

(the notation is self evident). As a result, 

T = e-xMt (Arcos Nt + A2 sin Nt) + A3e-><Rt. 

We can always write down a certain particular solution of Eq. (20) in the form 

if= cp0 cos (N (t- -r)] cos [k (x- l)]. (22) 

To find k, we must solve some sort of actual boundary problem, for which we can construct a general 
solution in the form of the superposition of standing waves, summing all possible particular solutions of 
type (22). However, this is not necessary for the determination of the phase (or group) velocity of propa
gation of a small vibration. For example, we get for the phase velocity v = N/k = w/k, 

(23) 

In the case a - co we get v - am, as was to have been expected. 
In the limit a - 0, we have K - co and from Eq. (21) [with accuracy up to terms of the second order 

of smallness in 1/K] we get a 1, 2 = ± iaok, whence the phase velocity is v = a0• 

We shall not carry out any further investigation for obtaining skin waves. 

6. SHOCK WAVES 

For simplicity, let us consider only a rectilinear shock propagated with a velocity u1 in a motionless, 
conducting gas located in a magnetic field h 1• The wavefront is parallel to the field. 

The equations of stationary one-dimensional flow have the three integrals (9) of mass flow, momentum 
flux, and magnetic field flux: 

pu = m, mu + p + h2/2 = J, uh = xdhjdx + mb. (24) 

The Maxwell equations yield 

e = comt = -- ~~ · · c dh 
c ' 1 = n;;;- ;h · (25) 

The equation of energy flux has the form: 

d( 'l") ---m dX i + ·~- = V47tje, 
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where i is the specific enthalpy. Substituting Eq. (25) and integrating, we get the integral of energy 
flux: 

m (i + u2j2) = mA- u1h1h, where A = const. (26) 

We can rewrite Eq. (25) in the form 

i + (u2j2) + bh =A. (26a) 

The set of equations (24) and (26) completely determine the parameters of stationary flow. 
It is now easy to write down the conditions on the front of the discontinuity: 

PlUl = P2U2, 

P1ui-!- P1-!- hi/2 = p;u~ + P2-!- h~/2, 

i 1 -!- (ui/2) + bh1 = i2 -!- (u~/2) + bh2 , 

u1h1 - (xdhjdx)r = u2h2 - (xdhjdx)z. (27) 

The index 1 denotes the parameters in front of the shock, the index 2 those behind the shock. If the con
ductivity is infinite, then h1/p 1 = h/p = b = const, K = 0, and the conditions (27) coincide with the known 
expressions on the front of the shock. 3 

It follows from the first two equations of (27) that 

(28) 

For P2 = p1 + Ap, p2 = p 1 + Ap, h2 = h1 + Ah, we shall have 

ui = u~ =a;·= (6.pj6.p) + (Mh/6-p), (29) 

where a* is the effective sound velocity in the medium under consideration. From the last equation of 
the system (24), 

(30) 

whence 

M_b ~~( dh)· 
/:,.p - -!- m /:,.p P dx ' a2 = a2 + (b + ~ t!!!)2 + ~ 2 (b + ~ t!!!) ~ (t!!!) . • o m dx P m P m dx /:,.p dx 

This expression, with the help of (30), can be put in the form 

a2=a2+-+-hp--. h2 X /j, (dh) 
• o p m /:,.p dx (31) 

Since the flow takes place from right to left, then dh/dx < 0 and 

(32) 

We estimate the value of the contribution connected with the conductivity, relative to h2/p. We have 

x = c2j4Ttcr = c2me/4Ttne2-c. 

As will be shown later, change of the field takes place at a distance of the order of the mean free path 
R. = meat a /ne2• Then 

':£_ ~ (t!!!) ~ - ___!!':__ 
m /:,.p ,dx ~ upl ' 

The ratio in which we are interested will have a value of order 1/Ile, where lie = ( e2 /mec2 ) n£2 is a 
dimensionless quantity, the so called "linear" electron. 

Let us compute the change in the entropy for a weak discontinuity. In this case, 

u1 = u2 = a.; h2- h1 = 6-h = (xja.) dhjdx. 
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From (14) we get . 
dQ X (dh)2 • dS = T = mf dx dx, 

Obtaining the mean values T and dh/dx over the region of change of the quantities ( 0 to L) , we get 

S 2 - SI =/:iS== (a:LJmTx) (l:ih)2• (33) 

Thus, the change in the entropy is a quantity of second order of smallness in comparison with the change 
in the field. 

7. STRUCTURE OF THE SHOCK WAVE 

Although this question has already been studied in detail by Marshall6•7 with consideration of viscosity 
and thermal conductivity, it occurred to us that it is of methodological and some practical interest to con
sider the weakening of the front under the action of eonductivity alone. 

Let us introduce the dimensionless variables 

v = ujai; "l = pjpi; X= hjhi, where ai =VI PI/PI· 

We choose ; = x/A as the dimensionless unit of leng;th, where A= c2/41!"aa1 = ~e/a1 • The conditions (27) 
become in the non-dimensional form, 

(34) 

where use is made of the fact that i = ( y p/ p) I ( y - 1) for an ideal gas; k = matfp1; J' = J /p1; A' = 
Am/p1a 1; Q 1 = hV2p1• From the first two equations of (34), we have 

y I 2 {[ y I Q 2]2 Z(y-i)(A' 2 Q )}'!. 
v = v (x) = (r+i)k (J - Qlx ) + (y+i)k (J - IX ) - k (Y + 1) - '~I 1X · (35) 

As computations have shown, the minus sign infront of the root has no meaning. From the last equa
tion of (34), we now find ; - ; 0 by quadrature. This integral was computed for the case of monatomic 
deuterium at T = 20,000°K, p1 = 20,000 g/cm-sec2 (about 15 mm Hg), H1 = 689 oersted, and v1 = 2. As 

2.0 

1.5 

is seen from Fig. 2, the change in all the quantities takes place 
over a distance on the order of two units. If we assume that in 
this case, a ::::: 1014 cgs units, then the change will take place 
over a distance of approximately two mean free path lengths. 

If A- 0, then x =;A- 0. Thus, in the case of very high 
conductivity, we get a sharp discontinuity. It should be pointed 
out th:;~.t in fact a large thermal conductivity also corresponds to 
very high electric conductivity; therefore the jump will be 

t.O L-~o:----L---:!---!--====::::•""~:=='- strongly diffused by reason of the thermal conductivity. 7 
<, = xa1 /K 

If the conductivity is low, the field will change slowly at 
FIG. 2. Profile_of the jump. The 

shock wave moves from left to right. 
large distances, on the order of ~e/a 1 • If the jump is strong, 
then it is clear that the field should have no effect on the shock 

wave. We shall analyze this in detail. We write dovm the condition for conservation of momentum for the 
specific volume V = 1/p: 

p + m2V + h2/2 = p1 + m2V1 + hV2. (36) 

We differentiate this equation with respect to V: 

(37) 
, 

(8p/8T)v > 0 for all gasses; dT/dV < 0, since the gas in the shock wave is heated in the compression; 
dh/dV < 0, since dh/dp > 0. On side 1 we have 
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2 [( ap ) dT ( ap ) J 
m > - aT v dV + av r 1 ' (38) 

since u1 > a 1, and to satisfy Eq. (37), we must have dh/dV < 0, whicli is to be expected. If the intensity of 
the shock wave is so large that 

(39) 

then to satisfy condition (37), we must have dh/dV > 0; this would mean that upon compression from V 1 
to V2 the field passes through a maximum, and thereafter falls to the value h2; this cannot be. The real 
picture is the following; at first, in the compression from the volume V 1 to some intermediate volume 
v', a slow continuous change of the quantities takes place. Here dh/dv < 0, and the field changes from 
h1 to h2• After the shock, a compression takes place from v' to V 2• The field in this case does not 
change, while the velocity, pressure, and temperature undergo a jump. If condition (39) is not satisfied, 
then there will be a slow continuous change of all quantities to a distance of the order K/a1• This phe
nomenon is very much like an isothermal jump;18 therefore, by analogy, it ought to be called an isomag
netic jump. 

The condition (39), as is easily seen, is equivalent to u2 < a2• It is possible to showS that it reduces to 

(40) 

If utfu2 > 2.64 for y =:e 5/3, then the left side of (40) will be less than zero and the jump will always occur. 
For smaller intensities the fact as to whether a discontinuity is approached or not will depend on the 
magnitude of the field. 

When Marshall, by numerical integration of the differential equations for a certain example, obtained 
this picture, it appeared strange to him that all the change of the field took place in front of the jump. 
We see here that it could not be otherwise. In this lies the essence of the isomagnetic jump. 

In conclusion, we express our deep appreciation to Academician M. A. Leontovich for his constant 
interest in the work and for many useful discussions. 
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up the crystals as infinitely long unidimensional or 
two-dimensional atom complexes, bound together 
by "small" forces of one nature, whereas in the 
complex itself the atoms are bound by "big" forces 
of another nature. 

6. The difference between the typical molecular 
crystals (e.g., the CH4 or C6H6 crystals) and the 
heteropolar molecular crystals (such as the NaCl, 
HgCl2 or PbS crystals) lies: (1) in the degree of 
molecularity {3; (2) in the nature of the forces in 
the molecules; (3) in the nature of intermolecular 

forces. The quantity {3 is defined as the ratio of 
the intramolecular energy ua ~ D ( D is the en
ergy of dissociation of the diatomic molecule into 
ions) to the intermolecular energy ue per bond. 
For the substances for which {3 is given below, it 
is possible to take ue ~ 2S/l. Example: 

ERRATA 

Volume 5 

Page 

1043 

1044 

Volume 

1090 

1091 

1094 

Line 

Eq. (4) 

3 from bottom (l.ho) 

4 from top (r.h.) 

6 

4 and 5 from top 

6 from bottom 
expression for 
determinant C(y) 

7 from bottom 

Volume 7 

55 16 from bottom 

169 17 from bottom 

215 Table 

215 Table, column 
headings 

312 Eq. (8) 

313 2, r.h. col. 

692 Eqo (5) 

461 Title 

{3 = 300 ( CH4 ), 200 ( HCl), 22 ( HgCl2 ), 10 ( NaCl) 
taking l = 12 in all four cases. 
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Reads 

!:l.y = 2.87 x 10-3 em 

!::J.J. ~ = 7.2 x 10-5 radians 

2-(d, 3n); and of the I~7 cross 
section, 3-(d, 2n); 4-(d, 3n) 

p, yp, h, 1/p 

For y = 5/3, /J. has • o o 

Should Read 

W = y2 a~4 sin 2q>/2p (a11 a 44 

- a}4 sin2 3q>) 

The coefficient k:! equals 
Oo 185 x 10-3 em -i 0 

!:l.y = 3.18 x 10-3 em 

!::J.J.~ = 5.9 x 10-5 radians 

2-(d, 3n) on I~ 7 and 3-(d, 3n); 
4-(d, 3n) on Bi~g9 

PY2• 'YPY2• hy2, Y2/p 

Here /J. has o o o 

Correct submittal date is April 5, 1957 
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Add: Note. Columns 2-9 give the number of 
counts per 106 monitor counts 
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•• o (1 ± 1J./2M)2 

a 33 = 0.235 

mB/MB = • o o ":F [ 1 + o o o ] 

••• Elastically Conducting 

1, 2, 3, 4, 8-7 

• o • (1 + 1J./2M)2 

a33 = Oo235 

mB/MB = ":F [ 1 + o • o ] 

••• Electrically Conducting 




